
Phoebe, Isaac and Hannah Smith understand that young people are often the target 

of advertisers and that resisting the temptation to purchase unnecessary items is 

very difficult. “It is a bit of a slippery slope,” says Isaac. “You start by having a lifestyle 

and trying to maintain it. It costs you a lot of money. You go into debt.”  

Feeling lost and in debt after finishing her undergraduate degree, Phoebe took a 

financial workshop developed by FCAC in partnership with Investor Education Fund, 

George Brown College and the Toronto Star personal finance columnist Ellen 

Roseman. “I made the decision to take the course at George Brown because I was 

really scared about what my finances were looking like. The course was excellent, 

because it extended over things such as consumerism, investments, debt, all sorts of 

things,” she says. “I learned payment schedules to pay it off faster, so I am hoping that 

I can live and enjoy life more while paying some of my debt off by reducing some of 

my consumer expenses and investing more wisely.”

Isaac and Hannah have both learned from Phoebe’s experiences to make budgets 

and live within their financial limits. “I don’t know if there is necessarily an easy 

balance,” says Hannah. “But I do think it is just a case of trying to save as much as you 

can while still having some sort of a social life; it is a balance.”

This Success Story is part of a series. To view FCAC’s other Success Stories, please visit 

moneytools.ca
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With educational materials and interactive tools, FCAC provides objective information about financial products and services and informs 
consumers about their rights and responsibilities when dealing with banks and federally regulated trust, loan and insurance companies. 
Through its financial literacy programs, FCAC helps Canadians increase their financial knowledge and confidence in managing their personal 
finances. FCAC also makes sure that federally regulated financial institutions respect the laws and agreements that protect consumers.


